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Let T, denote the minimal operator corresponding to the formal differential 
expression TV(X)= (w(x)))’ C;=, (- l)‘(p,-,(x) y”))(‘), XE I, in L*(Z). Under the 
assumption that T, is an accretive operator in L2(I) a complete description of all of 
the maximal accretive extensions of T, via explicit boundary conditions is given for 
a wide class of differential expressions t. ‘33 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A linear operator T with domain 9(T) in a Hilbert space 2 is said to be 
accretive if 
(0, Y) + (~3 T.)30 (1.1) 
for all y in 9(T), and maximal accretive if it is accretive and has no proper 
accretive extension. Operators of this general type, in which the numerical 
range 
O(T)= {(Tu, u): u~9(T), [lull = l} (1.2) 
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is restricted to lie in a half-plane, have proved very useful in applications 
(see [8, Sect. 71 for a partial survey, noting that T is called dissipative if 
- T is accretive in the above sense; see also [7, 10, 13, 171). 
Of particular interest here are the applications to the study of certain 
linear partial differential equations by semi-group methods. By way of 
example, many such problems may be subsumed under the abstract 
Cauchy problem 
(1.3) 
u(O) = u. E 9(T). (1.4) 
If T is a closed operator, then this Cauchy problem has a strongly con- 
tinuous contraction semi-group U(t) = e ~ “, t Z 0, if and only if the 
operator T is maximal accretive [ 173. In this case the Cauchy problem is 
well posed, uniformly on [0, co) (see [ 131) and the unique solution is 
given by u(t) = U(t) ue. It is known also [2,9] that the resolvent of such 
an operator T has the spectral representation j (it - 1) -i dt+be, where $c is 
a generalized resolution of the identity. The abstract theory of accretive 
and dissipative operators in Hilbert space was developed originally by R. S. 
Phillips in a series of papers [ 15-181 and culminating in [19], with a view 
to applications to the theory of symmetric linear hyperbolic systems of par- 
tial differential equations. This followed earlier work by Feller [lo, 111 
using semigroup theory to give a complete description of the boundary 
conditions required for a large class of diffusion problems. The work of 
Feller made use of Banach function spaces (L’ and C) whereas the later 
papers of Phillips were set in L2 (Hilbert) function spaces. 
In applications of the abstract theory to differential equations a major 
problem is that one is usually only given a formal differential expression 
and a function domain on which it gives rise to an accretive operator 
(often, the so-called minimal operator for the differential expression, see 
Sect. 2) and one has to prescribe a possibly larger domain on which the dif- 
ferential expression is maximal accretive. This problem is a special case of 
the abstract extension problem for accretive operators: Given an accretive 
operator To in X, describe all maximal accretive operators T in ~$5 with 
T,, c T. A complete and elegant solution to this problem, describing all 
maximal accretive extensions in terms of certain abstract boundary spaces, 
has been given by Phillips [ 19, Theorem 5.23. However, relatively little use 
appears to have been made of this result, partly because in practice it is not 
always easy to produce concrete realizations of these abstract boundary 
spaces. Our objective here is to show how the theory may be used to solve 
the extension problem for a large class of operators derived from certain 
ordinary differential expressions. 
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Specifically, we consider differential expressions of the general form 
v(x) = &igo ( - l)‘(Pn jtx) Y(i'(x))(i'> x E I, (1.5) 
where I is a closed interval of the real axis, and the coefficients o > 0, 
POT P1Y~ P, are real-valued and such that the minimal operator, T,, 
associated with 5 (see Sect. 2) is accretive in the weighted Hilbert space, 
L;(Z), of functions f satisfying 
i 4x1 If(x dx < 00. I (1.6) 
We show that under certain additional assumptions on the coefficient 
functions (guaranteeing, roughly speaking, that functions in the domain of 
the maximal operator for z all have finite energy integrals, see Sect. 3), the 
Phillips theory may be used to obtain a precise description of all maximal 
accretive extensions of To. 
The basic idea behind the Phillips theory involves identifying the graph 
of To with a subspace P of H = 2 x 2 that is positive when H is equipped 
with a suitably chosen indefinite inner product. If T is a maximal accretive 
extension of To, then the theory shows that the graph of T* may be iden- 
tified with a certain explicitly given (via an abstract boundary space) 
maximal negative subspace of P’, the orthogonal complement of P in the 
indefinite inner product space H. Most of the technical problems are 
encountered in constructing explicit realizations of the abstract boundary 
spaces by completing certain negative subspaces of P’ with respect to the 
indefinite metric on H. This is accomplished by an indirect argument using 
properties of Pontrjagin spaces. Once an adjoint, T*, is known, it is then a 
relatively simple matter to use the adjoint construction technique of Brown 
and Krall [4] to produce an explicit form for T. In this general extension 
problem the maximal accretive extensions T of To need not be restrictions 
of the maximal operator, T, (following [17], the latter restrictions might 
be called properly maximal accretive); indeed, the operators T need not 
even be differential operators in the traditional sense, a fact first noted by 
Feller [lo]. On the other hand we do have T* c T,* = T,, and thus the 
adjoints are restrictions of a differential operator, although they need not 
be described by end-point boundary conditions (cf. [ 19, p. 671). As these 
adjoints all have domains contained in a specified maximal domain (unlike 
the domains of the operators T) they are somewhat easier to describe. This 
explains why in the theory mentioned above, one concentrates initially on 
the orthogonal complement of the graph of To in H. 
In Section 2 we present certain preliminary differential operator theory, 
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and an outline of the Phillips theory. Section 3 contains the main results. In 
particular, Theorem 3.12 describes the maximal accretive extensions of r, 
when z is a regular differential operator. By way of example, the second 
order case is treated in Corollary 3.13. 
Finally, as is evident, we have only considered the extension problem for 
even order regular real formally symmetric expressions z. Similar results 
can be given for the even order singular case. It should also be possible to 
generalize this treatment o the case of complex-valued coefficients, at least 
when the functions in the appropriate maximal domains all have finite 
energy integrals. An inspection of the Phillips theory shows that the latter 
assumption is crucial, and the example in [6, p. 1751 underlines this point. 
For singular problems the removal of this condition would almost certainly 
produce a vast increase in complexity, as at the very least one is then for- 
ced to consider a much wider range of deficiency indices (or defect numbers 
in the complex coefficient case), and therefore a much wider variety of 
boundary conditions. The odd order differential operators (again assuming 
finite energy integrals) are in some ways easier to handle in that many 
cases may be treated by the direct method indicated by the example in [ 19, 
p. 941. 
2. PRELIMINARY THEORY 
Throughout the paper we consider formal differential expressions of the 
form (1.5) with coefficient functions w > 0, p0 # 0 a.e., and 
1 
0, -3 Pl >‘..) P, 
PO 
(2.1) 
assumed to be real and Lebesgue integrable on the closed interval Zc R. In 
the terminology of [ 14, Sect. 15.11, such expressions t are called regular 
differential operators. In lieu of further smoothness requirements on the 
coefficients, and following [ 14, Sect. 15.21 we define the formal quasi- 
derivatives (up to order 2n) of a function y to be the functions yrol = y, 
yc’l 
,..., Y C2n1 given by 
y”’ 3 OQibn-1, 
ycil 
= POY’“‘, i=n, (2.2) 
Pi-JlY (2n-i)- { yci-I’}‘, n+ 1 <i<2n, 
where y(j) is the usual ith derivative. The expression z is then given by 
z(y) = 0 - lyC2? (2.3) 
If pn-i has i continuous derivatives, then z(y) is also given by (1.5). 
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Let L:(Z) denote the Hilbert space of all complex-valued functionsf’on Z 
satisfying (1.6). For o = 1, we denote L%(Z) by L*(Z). Set 
9 = { y E L;(z): yCk’ exists and is absolutely continuous on Z, 
Obk62n- l,andryELi(Z)}. (2.4) 
We define the maximal operator for 7 in Z:(Z), T,, to be 
T, Y = TY, YE9. (2.5) 
The minimal operator for T in Z,;(Z), T,, is defined to be the closure of the 
restriction of T, to the functions in 9 that vanish outside a finite interval 
[cc, B] interior to I. It is known [14, Sect. 171 that 
T,*= T,. (2.6) 
Observe also that the Lagrange formula is [ 14, p. SO] 
with the corresponding Green’s formula 
where 
5 dW{wY)-Y+)) = CY, zl(4- CY, zl(c), (2.7) < 
D( y, z)(x) = f y[*-(X) zci- l’(x), 
;= I (2.8) 
CY, zl(x) = ez, Y)(X) - WY, 3(x). 
For y, z E 9, we have the differential Dirichlet formula 
-ox(y)z+ i pnpiy(i)z(i)= {D(y,z)(x)}‘. (2.9) 
i=O 
For later use we also need a version of the well-known Sobolev 
inequality: 
LEMMA 2.1. (cf. [l, Theorem 3.91). Let u and u@) be in L*(J)for some 
real interval J. Then for any x in J and any E > 0 there is a constant K = K(E) 
such thatfor any k with O<kdn- 1, 
Idk)(x)12 < E Ilu’“‘ll:+ K(E) ll~ll: (2.10) 
where I( . IJJ denotes the usual norm on L*(J). 
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Next, we outline the Phillips extension theory. The treatment follows 
that given in [ 191 except for the trivial change from dissipative to accretive 
operators. 
Let X be a Hilbert space with inner product (., .), and let T, be a closed, 
densely defined, accretive operator in 2. Set H = Y? x 2 and for 
ii = { ui , uZ > and 6 = (u, , u2} in H define the indefinite inner product 
Q(k 4 = (u,, ~1) + (u,, ~1. (2.11) 
Henceforth we refer to the inner product (2.11) as the Q-inner product to 
distinguish it from the standard inner product on H, under which H is a 
Hilbert space. With respect o this Q-inner product we have the fundamen- 




HP = {{II, -II}: UEX}, 
and each ii= {ui, u2} in Hmay be written as zY=ii+ +zX, where 
fi+ = WI + u,), i(u, + %,>, 
ii- = i+, - 4, ;cuz - 4,). 
Also H + and H . are orthogonal and Q-orthogonal subspaces. It is not 
hard to see from (2.12) that H is a Krein space (see [ 3, p. 1001). 
Let P = G( T,), the graph of To in H. As T, is closed and accretive it 
follows that P is a closed positive subspace of H. We assume in addition 
that P has no nontrivial null elements, i.e., that Q(ii, ii) > 0 for all nonzero 
ii in P. Let P’ denote the Q-orthogonal complement of P in H. By [19, 
Theorem 3.11 it follows that P’ can be decomposed into orthogonal and Q- 
orthogonal strictly positive and strictly negative parts: 
where 
P’=M+@M-, (2.13) 
M, =P’nH+. (2.14) 
Thus M, is intrinsically complete, i.e., complete with respect to the Q- 
norm (cf. [ 3, p. 71 I). The negative subspace, M ~ , however, need not be 
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intrinsicaily complete. Let the intrinsic completion of MP be denoted by 
A_. Then we define the abstract boundary space, r?, by 
A=M,@li;i-. (2.15) 
Now, it is clear from the definitions that an extension T of TO is maximal 
accretive if and only if its graph, G(T), is a maximal positive subspace in H 
containing P. Also, one can check directly that for any densely defined 
operator T in 2 we have the identity 
G(T)‘=G(-T*) (2.16) 
in H. From [ 19, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.31 it follows that if T is a maximal 
accretive extension of TO, then G(T)’ is a maximal negative subspace in H, 
Q-orthogonal to P = G( TO), and conversely, that if N is a maximal negative 
subspace in H Q-orthogonal to P, then N’ is the graph of a maximal 
accretive extension T of TO. Consequently, by [ 19, Theorem 5.11, if T is a 
maximal accretive extension of TO then G(T)’ c P’ and is maximal negative 
with respect o all of the subspaces of P’, and conversely, if N is a subspace 
of P’= G( - T,*) maximal negative with respect o all subspaces of P’, then 
N’ is the graph of a maximal accretive extension T of TO. Finally we have 
THEOREM 2.2 [ 19, Theorem 5.21. Let P be a closed positive subspace 
with a trivial null set. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
maximal negative subspaces, fi, qf I? and the subspaces, N, of P’ maximal 
negative with respect to all of the subspaces of P’. This correspondence is 
given by 
N=mn P’. (2.17) 
Remark 1. Observe that the subspaces N, which are the graphs of the 
adjoints of the maximal accretive operators that we seek, give (the graphs 
of) all possible maximal accretive restrictions of the operator - T,*. 
Remark 2. The extension problem now reduces in each case to finding 
a suitable concrete realization of the abstract boundary space A; the 
maximal negative subspaces fl in Z? then determine the subspaces N via 
(2.17). In practice, one usually obtains the subspaces fl as Q-orthogonal 
complements of the maximal positive subspaces in &, which are often 
easier to describe. 
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3. REGULAR DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
We assume throughout the paper that 
(Al) r, is an accretive operator in L;(Z), and 
(A2) the Dirichlet integral for z, 
exists for y, z in 9, and forms a positive definite inner product on the 
maximal domain 9; this inner product is denoted by (., .)D and the 
corresponding norm by 11 . 11 D. Assume further that for some c > 0, 
II4D~C II4~ UEL3. 
Observe that (Al) is a consequence of (A2). For if u E LS vanishes outside 
an interval [cl, /I] interior to Z, (T,u, u) = /lz.lli > 0. This continues to hold 
for UE g(T,) and hence T, 20. In fact, r, is actually symmetric here. 
Observe that (A2) is clearly satisfied if, for example, pi > 0, 0 6 i 6 n - 1, 
and pn 2 EO on Z, for some positive constant E. If we set Z= [a, 61, then by 
[ 14, p. 621 we have that 
9( T,,) = { y E 9: y’“‘(u) = yc”l(b) = 0,O 6 k < 2n - 11. (3.1) 
Using the notation of Section 2, we set H= Lt[a, 61 x Lt[a, b] and 
P = G( T,). Under the inner product (2.1 l), where (., .) is the usual inner 
product on Li[a, 61, H is a Krein space. For ii = {u, T,u} in P we have 
by (2.9). Thus by (A2) P is a closed positive subspace of H with a trivial 
null space. From (2.6) and (2.16) we have that P’= G( - T,), and from 
(2.13) we have P’=M+@M_ where M, =P’nH+. Consequently, 
ii= (24, -T,~}EM+ if and only if -T,u=u. As r is regular on [a,b] 
there exist 2n real linearly independent functions w, ,..., wzn in 9 satisfying 
-T1wi=wi, 16id2n, (3.3) 
and 
Wy-ll(u)=h,, 1 < i, k d n, (3.4) 
and M, is the linear span of the pairs Ei= {wi, -T, wi} = {wi, w,}, 
1 <i<2n. 
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We next consider the negative subspace A4 ~ . Let ii = (u, - T, U} E M 
Then for 1 < i < 2n we have from (2.7) 
0 = Q(ii, Ei) 
=(-T,u, wJ+(u, -T,wJ 
= 2(% Wi) - cu, Wil(b) + cu, w,l(a). (3.5) 
Set 
(3.6) 
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Then, from (3.5), ii= { u, -T,u}EM- if and only if 
- W,(b) U*(b) + W,(a) u*(u) = wu, w) - W,(b) u,(b) + W,(a) u,(a), 
- W,(b) u2(b) + W,(a) u*(a) = w u, w,) - W,(b) u,(b) + W,(a) u,(a). 
BY (3.4), W,(a) = IV,(a) =O. From (3.4) det IV,(a) #O. Also if 
det W,(b) = 0, then for some nontrivial set { ck, 1 dk<n}, 
C;: = 1 ck w:‘;:](b) = 0, 1 < i < n; consequently w = C; = 1 ck w, + k satisfies 
w[i-“(b)=o, 1 <i<n, and hence from (2.9) and (3.3), (3.4) 
- iI4 = II4 D> and so w = 0. This contradicts the nontriviality of {ck}. 
Hence det W,(b) # 0. Thus ii = {u, - T, U} lies in M_ if and only if 
uz(u) = WI- ‘(a)( - W,(b) u,(b) + W,(a) Ul(Q) + wu, w,}, 
U2(b) = W;‘(h){ - W,(a) Ul(U) + W,(b) u,(h) - 2C(u, WA>. 
(3.12) 
Define the space X by 
X=H,,xC”x@“xC”x@“, (3.13) 
where H, is defined to be the closure of 9 with respect o the inner product 
(., .)D. We identify P’ with a subspace of X via the association 
ii+-+z? (3.14) 
where 6 = (u, - T, U} E P’ and li = {u, u,(u), u,(u), u,(b), u,(b)} E X, the 
vectors u~(x)EC’ being defined by (3.6). Define an inner product for 
fi= (k a,, a,, B,, B2) and 8={u,y,,y,,6,,6,} (with U,UEH, and 
ai, &, yi, ifiie UY) in X by 
Q,(4 cl= (823% > + <B,,S,> - (a27 YI > - (a,, ~2) -3~3 u)m (3.15) 
where (., .) is the usual Euclidean inner product on C”: a = (a,), fl= (pi) 
Ca, B>= f az8i. (3.16) 
,=I 
Then, if ii, I? E P’ and ii c-t li, 1?++ D,we have 
Q(ii,C)=(-T,u,u)+(u, -T,u) 
= -2(4 u),+ <u,(x), vl(x)>l:+ <u,(x), v,b,>l”, 
= Q,(fi, 0) (3.17) 
and thus the correspondence (3.14) is a one-to-one inner product preserv- 
ing map of P’ into X. Before constructing the completion li;r _ in X, we 
need several emmas. 
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LEMMA 3.1 X is a Pontryagin space qf’index 2n (i.e., a nzn space, see [3, 
p. 1841). 
Proof: This is a consequence of the decomposition 
X=X+0X_, (3.18) 
where 
x+ ={(O,Y, -Y,W}:Y,~E@"), 
X- ={(u,a,a,& -~}:uEH,,~II~~,~EC”} 
and any d={u,a,~,y,S}, u E H, and a, fi, y, 6 E @” can be written as 
O=li+ +L, where 
A 
u + = (0, $(a -B>, $!S -a>, $(y + 61, $(y + 6)) 
K. = {u, $(a+B), f(a+B), $(y-6), $(6-y)}. 
(3.19) 
The spaces X, and X_ are positive and negative definite, respectively, and 
intrinsically complete as 
QI(S, 5 &+I= (Y, Y> + (6 S>> 
-Q,(tz-,1;.-)=(a,a)+(s,s)+2Ilull~. 1 
The strong norm on X (with respect to (3.18)) is given for 
fi={u,a,B,r,6) by 
ll4l~=Qr@+, a+)-Q,(k ,a-) 
= (a, a> + 0, B> + (y, r> + C&S> + 2 ll41’,. (3.20) 
We presently show that A_ may be identified with the strong closure of 
(the subspace identified with) MP in X. To this end we require 
LEMMA 3.2. Denote by L the Q,-orthogonal complement of M + in X. 
Then L is the set of all {u, a,, a2, fi,, fl,} in X such that 
a2= W;‘(a){ - W,(h) B, + W,(a) a, + 2C(u, w)), 
P2 = W;‘(b){ - W,(a) aI + W,(h) h - 2C(u, we)>. 
(3.21) 
ProoJ: Let $i = { uli, tu,,i(a), w,Ja), w,,Jb), w&b)}, 1 < i < 2n, where 
WI i(x) = (Wi(X), w)“(X) ,..., w~“-*](x))~ and w&x) = (wC~“-~I(X), 
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w~~“-~](x) ,..., w!“](x))~. Then li = {u, a,, u2, fi,, f12} EL if and only if 
Q ,(li, I$~) = 0 for 1 < i < 2n, i.e., if and only if 
0=(82,wl,t(b))+ (B1~w2,i(b)>-<a2~ w,,i(a)>-(a,,w*,i(a)>-2(u,wi), 
for 1 d i < 2n. By (3.6)-(3.11) this is true if and only if (3.21) holds. i 
LEMMA 3.3. Under the identification (3.14) M + is a positive definite suh- 
spuce of X of dimension 2n. 
This follows easily from the observation that ii = {u, - T, U} E M + if and 
only if - T, u = u; thus the linear span of the basis elements { wi, wi>, 
1 f i < 2n, is positive and 2n dimensional. 
LEMMA 3.4. L is a negative definite subspace of X. 
Proof Since M + is positive definite and maximal, L is negative definite 
from [3, Lemma 6.6, p. 141. (L is also maximal negative, from [3, 
Theorem 4.4, p. 1061). 1 
LEMMA 3.5. The strong topology (generated by (3.20)) and the intrinsic 
topology ( generated by (3.15)) are equivalent on L, and L is intrinsically 
closed. 
Proof From (3.20) and Lemma 3.2, L is strongly closed in X, and 
negative definite by Lemma 3.4. Hence by [ 3, Lemma 2.1, p. 1861 L is 
uniformly definite, i.e., the strong topology and the intrinsic topology are 
equivalent on L. Consequently, L is also intrinsically closed. 1 
LEMMA 3.6. Assume that 
pia?, ldi~n,p,(x),,~>Oundo(x)~/1on [a,a+n]u[b-n,b] 
for some constants ,u > 0 and n > 0. Then 
(3.22) 
is dense in H,. 
B= {uE~: {u, -T,u}EM~} 
Proof We first show that under the assumption (3.22), any u E H, can 
be identified with a function whose first n - 1 derivatives are absolutely 
continuous on [a, a + ~1 u [b-q, b]. From Lemma 2.1 for ~~59, and 
s>OandxE[a,a+q] 
IU(k)(X)(2 < & jl+q po lu’“‘[2+K(&) jO+” Co 12412 
a 
GE Ilull;+~(E) IIUl12~ O<k<n-1, (3.23) 
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where K(E) is some positive constant depending on E. Similarly, (3.23) 
holds for x E [b - q, b]. Since 9 is dense in H, by definition, any u E H, is 
the limit of a sequence (urn> CL@ in H, and from (3.23) (U:)(X)), 
0 <k <n - 1, converge uniformly on [a, a + ~1 u [h - q, h] to a function 
with IZ - 1 continuous derivatives. The (n - 1 )th derivative is seen to be 
absolutely continuous from 
for x, ye [a, a+ ~1 or [h-q, b]. In particular, we have from (3.23) that 
for UEH,, E>O, and O<k<n-1, 
JUy7)12, Idk)(b)12 GE Il4;+ME) /I4*. (3.24) 
We can now define the sesquilinear form 
hCu3 ul=(u, u)D- (82, VI)(b)+ <a*, v,)(a), u, u E H,, (3.25) 
where 
a.7 = W,Ya){ - W*(b) u,(b) + W*(a) u,(a) + 2C(u, w,>, 
82 = w,- l(b){ - W,(b) u,(a) + W‘db) u,(b) - wu, we)), 
in the notation of (3.6))(3.11). From (3.24) we infer that for any so > 0 
I(BZ,UI)(b)l dmdL& Ilf4’D+fGE) ll.l12~1’2~~0 II4;+m~O) IId 
and 
Consequently if h, = Re h and h, = Im h denote the real and imaginary 
parts of h, 
h,Cu, ul a(1 -2&o) ll42,-M&O) 11~112 
and 
h,Cu,ulb(l+2Eo) ll~ll~+~(~o) IIuI12. 
Thus, for some positive constants K,, K,, and so = $, 
t IM:, d (h, + K,)Cu, ul G K2 Ilull;. 
Furthermore for some positive constant K3 
IMu, ~11 d K3 ll4:, < 2K,@, + K,)[u, ul. 
(3.26) 
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Therefore we have proved that as a sesquilinear form in 2 = Li(a, b), 
A[., .] is sectorial and closed, the latter conclusion being a consequence of 
(3.26) and the fact that H,, the domain of h[., -1, is complete with respect 
to 11. (ID (see [12, Theorem VI.1.111). 
We now define S c T, by g(S) = B. For u E B and v E 9 we get from 
(2.9) and (3.12) that 
(Su, v) = h[u, v] (3.27) 
and this holds for all v E H, by continuity. We shall prove that S is m-sec- 
torial in which case it will follow that S is the m-sectorial operator 
associated with h and hence D(S) is dense in H,(see [ 12, Theorems VI.2.1 
and VI.2.111). 
First we observe that S is accretive since M_ is negative, for 
2Re(Su,u)= -Q(&ii), z?={u, -SU}EM. 
>o 
To prove that S is m-accretive (and hence m-sectorial from (3.27)) we show 
that - 1 lies in the resolvent set of S. 
Let fE Li[a, 61. We try to solve 
(z+ l)y=f (3.28) 
so that y~g(S) and y = y(f) is bounded on ,!,$[a, 6-J. The general 
solution of (3.28) is given (see [ 14, Eq. (24) p. 593) by 
k=l 
akwk(x)+ ; Wk(X) j~rvkwh 
k=l (I 
(3.29) 
where the functions vk are the usual Wronskian quotients 
vk(X)=(-l)2n+k w(w, ,..-? wk- I, wk+, ,..., w,,)(x) 
VW, ,..., w,,)(x) . 
(3.30) 
We now choose ai, 1~ id 2n, so that the function y defined by (3.29) lies 
in D(S). By definition, y E 5@(S) if and only if for 1 < i < 2n, 
i.e.. 
2(x Wi) = CY, Wilb - CYY Wile (3.31) 
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by (2.7). On substituting (3.29) into (3.31) we obtain for 1 d i 6 2n, 
2 ? ak(wk, 
k=l 
211 
=,c, aki[wk3 wil(h)- cwkT wJ;l(a)> + ; [wk, w;l(b) j” w”k.f: 
k=l (1 
Observe that for 1 < i, k 6 2n 
cwk? wil(b) - cwk, w,](a)= (TWk, WI) - twkT TWi) (by 2.7) 
= -twk? wi) + twk, wi) 
= 0. (3.32) 
Consequently, setting a = (a, ,..., aZn)=, v = (j: ov,f, . . . . st ~u~,,f)~, we have 
Ga = -2c(f) + Hv, (3.33) 
where G = ( gii), c = (c,), H= (II,), and g, = (w,, w,), ci = c;(f) = 
(c:“=, wk j: wuk f, wi), and h, = [w,, w,](b). As the functions wi, 1 < id 2n 
are linearly independent, the Gram matrix, G, is invertible, and hence 
(3.33) defines the vector a uniquely. Observe also that each ai= ai is a 
bounded function off on L2[a, b], as each of the functions wk, uk are 
bounded on the finite interval [a, 61. A similar argument shows that the 
y = y(f) defined by (3.29) is bounded on L*[a, b]. This completes the 
proof. 1 
LEMMA 3.7. Assuming (3.22), the strong completion of M- in X is given 
bY 
M= {{u, u,(a), a2, u,(b), b2): u E H, and CQ, fJ2 are given by (3.21) with 
a, = u,(a) and fi, = u,(b)}. 
Proof: From (3.20) and since the convergence of a sequence (u,,,} to u 
in H, implies the convergence of u,,,(a) to u,(a) and u,,,(b) to u,(b) it is 
clear that M is closed in the strong norm. As M- c M, M contains the 
strong closure of M_ . Conversely if {u, u,(a), a2, u2(b), &} E M it follows 
from Lemma 3.6 that there exists a sequence (urn} in 5B satisfying (3.12) 
and tending to u in H,. Since u,,,(a), u,,,(b) tend to u,(a), u,(b), respec- 
tively, the elements {u,, u,,,(a), u2,Ja), u,,,(b), u2,Jb)} EM- converge to 
{K u,(a), a2, u*(b), &). Consequently M is the strong closure of M- . 1 
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LEMMA 3.8. Assuming (3.22), the boundary space I? as a subspace of X is 
given by 
A=M+@M={{ qu,(a),~,u,(b),v}:uEH,andp,vEC=“}. 
Proof As M- is a subspace of L, it follows that the strong completion 
and the intrinsic completion of iK in X coincide. Thus li;l- = M. It 
remains to shows that for each v*= {v, v,(a), p, v,(b), v), where VE H, and 
p, v E @” are arbitrary, there exist constants a,,..., a2,, and a 
li= {u, u,(a), u2, u,(b), fl,} in M such that 
2n 
o= c a,~i+ti. (3.34) 
r=l 
We choose u E H, so that 
u+, a,wi, (3.35) 
where the numbers ai are to be determined so that zi E M, i.e., so that for 
1 <i<2n, 
-2(U, Wi)=D(Wi, u)(b)- (Bz,WI,~(~)>-D(W;, u)(u)+ (~2, wl,i(U)) 
(3.36) 
by (3.5) and Lemma 3.7. Note also that from the third and fifth com- 
ponents in (3.34) we have 
2n 
Ir= C a,w2,,(a)+a2, v= ? arw2,,(b)+B2. (3.37) 
,= I r=, 
On substituting (3.35) and (3.37) into (3.36) we obtain for 1 < i 6 2n, 
-2(v, Wj) + 2 ; u,(w,, Wi) 
r=l 
=D(Wi, v)(b)- f arD(Wi, w,)(b) 
r=l 
- (“3 wl,i(b) >+ $ O(w,, wi)(b) 
r=, 
- Ww,, v)(a) -k F O(wi, w,)(a) 
r=l 
+ (I4 wl,i(“)> - z O(w,, wi)(u) 
r=l 
= D(Wi, v)(b) - (VY wl,i(b)) - D(Wi, V)(u) + <P, wl,i(u) > 
580/63/3-3 
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by (3.32) as [wi, w,] = D(w,, wi) - D(w,, w,). The values of urr 1~ r < 2n, 
are now determined uniquely, by a similar argument to that following 
(3.33). 1 
We are now in a position to prove 
THEOREM 3.9. Under the assumption (3.22), an operator T is a maximal 
accretive xtension of TO if and only ifits adjoint, T*, is a restriction of T, to 
a domain of the form 
GS(T*)= (uE~:-(u*(b), by)(b)) - (u,(b), v(j)) + (u,(a), by)(a)) 
+ (u,(a), p"') + 2(u, q5(i))D = 0, i= 1, 2,..., 2n}, (3.38) 
where the functions qSCi’ E H, and vectors cc(‘), v(‘) E c”, 1 < i < 2n, satisfy 
- (v(j), $y)(b)) - (Q\‘)(b), v(j)) + (p”‘, t)I”(a)) 
+ (#‘,‘)(a), p”‘) +2($&P’, fp) =o D 3 i # j, 
6 0, i=j. (3.39) 
Proof As ? is a i7*,, space, all maximal positive subspaces of fi have 
dimension 2n and are generated by a set (6”’ = {#“‘, $v)(a), pL(‘), 
1$1’)(b), v(‘)}: 1 < i < 2n}, where the 4(j), p(‘), and v(‘) satisfy (3.39). Each 
maximal negative subspace, &, in fi is the Q,-orthogonal complement in fi 
of such a subspace. By Theorem 2.2 
N= {{u, - T,u}: li= {u, u,(a), u*(u), u,(b), ~~(6)) EA 
satisfies Q,(li, 4”‘) = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., 2n) 
is the graph of the adjoint of a maximal accretive extension of T,,, and all 
such extensions are found in this way. 
Remark. One can obtain such an extension as follows. Choose AE @ 
with Re 1~0. Then, as nul(T, -n)=def(T,-2)=2n, there are 2n 
independent solutions 4 (i), 1 < i 6 2n, of T1 4 = @, and these may be chosen 
so that (d”‘, d(i)) = 6,. Then 
],(j ..= A(@‘, ip) = (Tq$(” ‘I 9 d(j)) 
= -((q(b), +p(b)) -I- (tjq(u), $‘l”(a)) + (qs”‘, f$qD. 
Thus, setting p(j) = +y)(u) and v ci) =$y)(b), it follows that the conditions 
(3.39) are satisfied, and an operator P may be constructed via (3.38). 
It is clear from Lemma 3.8 that Z? is a strict subspace (of codimension 
2n) of X. The next theorem shows that the realization of p given in 
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Lemma 3.8 is not unique in that any maximal negative subspace of X gives 
rise to a maximal accretive extension of To. 
THEOREM 3.10. Under the assumption (3.22), an operator T is a maximal 
accretive extension of TO if and only if its adjoint, T*, is the restriction of T, 
to a domain of the form 
9(T*) = {uE~: -(u,(b), p”‘) - (u,(b), v(‘)) + (u,(a), q(“) 
+ (u,(a), pci’) + 2(u, f~5(j))~ = 0, 1 <i< 2n) (3.40) 
where the functions C$ ’ E H, and vectors q(‘), p(j), pCi), v(‘) E C”, 1 < i < 2n, 
satisfy the conditions “) 
_ (v(O, p(j)) _ (p(i), ,(i)) 
+ (p(i), q(j)) + (q(9, p,C.i)) +2(4(i), #(i)jo = 0 if if j, 
GO if i=j. (3.41) 
Proof. From Theorem 3.9, it is only necessary to show that each choice 
of (6”) = { dci), q(j), pCi), p(j), v(‘)}, 1 6 i < 2n) satisfying (3.41) defines a 
maximal accretive restriction of T,. 
For 6 = (4, n, p, p, v} in X we define a mapping h from X to I? by 
46) = $ = (4 + 6 11, P +2%(a), P, v + 2%(b)), (3.42) 
where 8 satisfies, 
Tl(e)=O, %(a)=r\-h(a), %(b)=p-b,(h). (3.43) 
In fact, (3.43) uniquely defines 8. To see this, observe that there are 2n 
linearly independent solutions of T, u = 0, ui, 1 < id 2n, and these may be 
chosen so that the boundary conditions (3.4) are satisfied.. One can then 
use a similar argument to that preceding (3.12) to compute 0 uniquely in 
the form 8 = C?!J 1 ciui. Note that for ti = {u, u,(a), u,(a), u,(b), u,(b)} in 
P’, 
Q&4i%Q,(4$,=0. (3.44) 
Also, the mapping h is linear (from the uniqueness of e), and 
QI(& $I= Qd& 6) + w, e), (3.45) 
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for any 6 in X. The latter identity makes use of the identities 
(6 eD = (e,(b), ww - (e,w, e,(4) 
= 04(b), e,(b)) - ow4, e,(4), 
valid for any #E H, and 0 E 9 satisfying T, f3 = 0; these may be derived 
from (2.9). 
Consider now the maximal positive subspace B in X generated by 
(&(‘): 1 < i<<n}. It follows from (3.45) that h(B)c fi is a positive sub- 
space. Furthermore, by (3.45) again, h is one-to-one when restricted to a 
positive subspace of X. Consequently h(B) has dimension 2n and is 
therefore a maximal positive subspace of fi. Let fl denote the Q,- 
orthogonal complement of h(B) in I?. By Theorem 2.2 N= 8n P’ is the 
graph of a maximal accretive restriction of T,. By (3.44) this restriction of 
T, coincides with the restriction defined by (3.40), which therefore must be 
maximal accretive. 1 
Finally, the maximal accretive extensions of T, may now be described 
explicitly, via the method of Brown and Krall [4]. Consider a restriction S 
of T, defined by the conditions 
ui y= -(y,(b), p”‘) - <Y,(b), v(‘)) + <Y,(Q) e’) 
+ (y,(u) , p”‘) +2(y, q+") =o D ) 1 <iQ2n, (3.46) 
where I#), v(‘), r~(‘), p(i) denote fixed vectors in C”, 1 6 i < 2n, and the d(‘), 
1 G i < 2n, denote given functions in H,. Assume also that g(S) is dense in 
Li[a, b]. The latter assumption is justified by the fact that the operators S 
will be closed and maximal accretive, and therefore densely defined by [ 19, 
Theorem 2.31. Our objective here is to determine the specific form for the 
operator S*. For given y E Czn and 4 = (4(l), $(2),..., d(2n))T as above, the 
partial adjoints for z (see [4]) are defined by 
tkfz=zCk’, O<kbn-1, 
= (z - y=qqk’, n<k<2n. 
(3.47) 
Adapting the treatment in [4, 51 to cover the quasi-differential expression 
case considered herein, we obtain 
THEOREM 3.11. The udjoint, S*, of the restriction S of T, defined by the 
boundary conditions (3.46) is defined by 
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B={.z~Li[a, b]: there exists y~c”’ such that zk+z, O<k<2n-1, 
defined by (3.47) are absolutely continuous on [a, b], 
(l/w) z&z E Li[a, b] and z satisfies the boundary conditions 
where 5 = (t, ,..., <2n)T is any vector equivalent o y in the sense 
that 5’4 = fy’$}. 
s*z=-L2:7z, zcB=B(S*). 
w 
The precise form of the maximal accretive extensions of T, are now given 
by 
THEOREM 3.12. An operator T is a maximal accretive extension of T, if 
and only tf it has the form 
g(T)= {ze L$[a, b]: r; z is absolutely continuous, 0d k < 2n - 1, 
d zz’, z E LE[a, b], 
zcz(a)= f 5jnf\,,~:z(b)= F tjp!jl,,,O<k<n-l; 
i= I i= I 
Tz=&z, zig 
0 
for some y G C2n, where zc z, 0 d k G 2n, is defined by (3.47), y’+ = 26*$, 
and the functions do) in H, and vectors q(j), pci), pci), v(‘) in @“, 1 < i < 2n, 
satisfy the conditions (3.41). 
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By way of example, consider the special case of a second order operator 
on [a, b]: 
Here we assume w, I/p,, p1 are integrable on [a, 61, and w B ,u~ > 0, 
po>po>O on [a,a+~]u[b-~61 for some q>O, andp,a:Io>O on 
[a, b J. These assumptions ensure that conditions (A2) and (3.22) are 
satisfied. Then we have 
COROLLARY 3.13. Under the above assumptions on z, T is a maximal 
accretive extension of To if and only if it has the form 
9(T) = {z E L$[a, b]: z and po(z - ~‘4)’ are absolutely continuous, 
(l/o) t:z~ Lita, b] andz(a) = <,q”‘+ c2qC2), 
z(b) = (I p”’ + 92p’2’, Po(Z - y’$)‘(a) = -5,P - 52PC2’, 
po(z - yT$)‘(b) = -tl v(l) - C&V”‘} 
for some y= (yl, y2)T and 5 = ([,, t2)T in C,, qCi), vCi), pCi), pL(‘), i= 1, 2, in @ 
and 4(i) E H, , i = 1, 2, satisfying r’$ = 2gT$, and 
--v P w(2Lpq(2) +pp + pp(2~ + 2(@“, p’)D =o 
- Re(v(‘)p(‘)) + R+($j(i)) + (d(i), d(i))D 6 0, i= 1, 2, 
and 
Tz=t { -(po(x)(z-y,4’1~x)-y2q+‘2’(x))‘)’ 
+ Pl(X)(Z - y,qP(x) - y24”‘(X,,} 
for z in 9(T). In this case T* is the restriction of T, defined by 
9(T*) = {YE 9: -~(“yc’](b) - V(‘)y(b) + ?j(i)y[‘l(a) + ,GCi)y(a) 
+2(y,49D=0,i=1,2}. 
Remark 1. The parameters [ I, <, may be removed from the boundary 
conditions for z in 9(T) as follows. The condition yT$ = 2kT4 ensures that 
the vector 5 is unique (and hence equal to h) if and only if the functions 
4 (1) and 4(z) are linearly independent. There are now two cases. If 
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{@? 1~ i < 2) is linearly independent, then from the uniqueness of 5, the 
matrix 
[ 
p /p) p v(‘) 
9 (2) $2) /+2) Y(2) 1 (3.48) 
has rank 2, and hence t;, and t2 can be determined in terms of two of 
tofz(a), z:z(a), rcz(b), z:z(b) from two of the boundary condition 
equations. If these values are substituted into the other boundary condition 
equations, then the resulting boundary conditions do not contain 5. If 
(#‘? 1 < i < 2) is dependent, then the matrix (3.48) has rank one. Here one 
can choose one of <, , t2 arbitrarily, and then determine the other in terms 
of one of z+z(a), z+z(b), i= 1,2. If these values are substituted in the 
remaining equations, three boundary conditions, independent of 5, result. 
Similar comments also apply to the general case (Theorem 3.12). 
Remark 2. Observe also, from [4] that the vectors y and 5 in 
Theorem 3.12 and Corollary 3.13 depend on z E 9(T). 
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